THE OBSERVATION that prompts this communication is illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows electrophysiological responses obtained from the round window membrane of the cochlea of a cat. In the upper row (click alone) the electrical events that customarily follow click stimulation are to be seen. The major deflections recordable under these conditions are labelled according to a current convention on the trace labelled C. M is the aural microphonic response, derived in all likelihood from the hair cells in the cochlea; NI and NIX are considered to be the signs of neural events. Since Nl is the first, or earliest, neural event known to occur in the auditory system, it has generally been agreed that NI is the sign of the discharge of the afferent fibers of the auditory nerve (1). A change in its magnitude is ordinarily taken to mean that a corresponding change has occurred in the amount of excitation produced by the sound stimulation.
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In the second row of Fig. 1 , clicks identical to those in the first row were presented; while these were delivered to the ear, however, electrical shocks were being applied to the floor of the medulla. As can be seen, the effect of these shocks is to produce partial or complete suppression of both NI and NI1, with little or no change in the magnitude of M. This change is reversible, for when the shocks were discontinued, the normal click response returned. As will be developed below, this observation means that nerve impulses aroused in the medulla by the electrical stimulation pass out to the cochlea where, through a physiological interaction, they suppress the expected auditory nerve inflow. METHOD A total of 51 cats was used in this study. Most were anesthetized with Dial-urethane (75 mg. /kg.) ; Nembutal (60 mg. /kg.), ether-curare, and ether-decerebrate preparations, when tried, yielded similar results. Operative procedures began with tracheal cannulation followed by reflection of the muscles of the head and neck to permit bilateral isolation of the external auditory meatus and a clear view of both bullas. Each meatus was then cut across and a brass tube to which an earphone was attached inserted into it. These tubes, when adjusted, both held the head fixed as do the earplugs of a Horsley-Clarke apparatus, and permitted a clear sound path from earphone to eardrum. Each bulla was then opened so as to expose the round window, .upon which a silver wire was placed. The occipital bone over the cerebellum was then removed and sufficient cerebellum suctioned out to reveal the floor of the fourth ventricle upon which the shock electrodes, controlled by a manipulator graduated in 1 mm. steps, were placed. 
RESULTS
Variables that influence suppression of NI 1. Strength of click. In Fig. 1 the click applied in the traces labelled A was near the threshold for a response from the ear. In B the click strength was 10 db, and in C, 20 db above this value. The data show that, for constant shock values, the auditory nerve response is more likely to be abolished when the click is weak. Figure 2A presents graphically a more complete study of this point from another cat; at a given shock strength (e.g., 10 V.) NI for a weak click (15 db than about 30/set. little suppression of NI could be seen. Rates around 100 ( &20)/sec. proved optimal, a point repeatedly established in preparations both with and without functioning intra-aural muscles. Figure 3B illustrates how, at a given shock frequency (65/set.), an increase in suppression of NI follows a rise in intensity of the applied stimuli. Shock strengths greater than the maximum shown in Fig. 4 (0.8 V.), yielded no increased suppression in that experiment. Fig. 2 may now be re-examined as a summary of the details of the interactions among the three parameters discussed thus farclick strength, shock strength and shock frequency. The neural consequences of a given click are more readily suppressed when the intensity or the frequency of the medullary shocks rises. Clicks may, however, be so strong that even under optimal shock conditions the Nl response is not entirely suppressed (e.g., Fig. 2A 
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was introduced at fixed intervals after shocking of the medulla began. The shocks were usually presented at lOO/sec. The apparatus was arranged so that a click was triggered by any desired shock; it was thus possible to test for the presence of Nr suppression at 10 msec. intervals, or at any desired multiple thereof. The preparations all show that Ni is entirely normal until 2 to 4 shocks (20-40 msec.) have been applied. Nr is regularly reduced to about 75 per cent of its control value after 5 to 6 (50-60 msec.). Thereafter N1 drops at an approximately constant rate until 25 to 35 shocks (0.25-0.35 sec.) have been presented, by which time the suppression is as complete as it ever will be.
Recovery of N1 from suppression follows approximately the same time course. Within 50 msec. after the last shock of a train lasting some seconds, N1 has begun to return toward its control size. Within 0.5 sec. N1 is frequently at or around its control value except in cases where the medulla has been shocked for many seconds or minutes. Full recovery of N1 is almost invariably observed at 2 sec. after the shock train ceases. While numerous features of this recovery cycle still require study, the data at hand argue strongly for a neural explanation for the development and decay of the suppression. 3. Location of shocking electrodes. To produce the suppression under discussion the stimulating electrodes must lie near the midline on the floor of the medulla approximately 1 cm. + 2 mm. rostra1 to the obex. Shocks presented here through closely spaced electrodes (#34 wires within #20 hypodermic needle tubing) produce approximately equal suppression bilaterally, and this will be more or less complete depending upon the exact location of the electrodes. Lateral or rostro-caudal movements of more than 2 or 3 mm. and penetrations of more than 2 mm. make shocks of any intensity ineffective. The experiments thus define the necessary location for the shocking electrodes as a block of tissue some 4 ~4 ~2 mm. thick. A transverse section at the center of this region (i.e., about 1 cm. rostra1 to the obex) is shown in Fig. 5 , which comes from a cat studied in particular detail to establish the "best" location for the shocking electrodes. This section passes directly through the decussation of the olivo-cochlear (efferent auditory) pathway described by Rasmussen (13) . Originating from cells near the superior olive, the fibers in this pathway rise to the floor of the medulla, decussate, pass out the contralateral internal auditory meatus, form the vestibulo-cochlear anastomosis (bundle of Boettcher, Oort) and enter the spiral ganglion. They account for about 50 per cent of the internal spiral bundle of the cochlea, and are distributed to the entire length of that organ (14) . Where they end is still controversial, some (see 2, p. 502 for discussion) contending they do so upon internal hair cells, while some (14) claim this has not been adequately demonstrated.
Despite the unsolved anatomical questions, it is difficult to avoid concluding that impulses in these olivocochlear fibers, on arrival at the cochlea, are somehow required for the suppression under discussion. FIG . 5 three instances (two animals) the knife cut missed the olivo-cochlear bundle, came close to severing it, and caused extensive damage to nearby structures. Records taken after these "unsuccessful" cuts had shown unchanged suppression of Nr. Thus cutting the pathway abolishes the suppression, and failure in an attempt to do so does not. Fig. 1 will be recorded (Fig. 8) . However, the suppression shown in Fig. 8 
DISCUSSION
The first point to be settled with respect to these experiments is whether they do indeed depend upon function in the olivo-cochleae pathway. Two main alternate possibilities exist. Can it be, tist of all, that the shocking current spreads toward the cochlea where it acts directly, through antidromic effects, or in some other way upon the neurons that produce N1? Such an explanation is highly unlikely, for the following reasons. (i) The necessary and sufficient shock-electrode location is restricted to a locus measuring as little as 2 ~2 mm, in the midline between the facial colliculi ( Fig. 5 ). Electrode placements much closer to the cochlea, including ones directly upon the dorsal cochlear nucleus, fail to suppress N1. (ii) The small knife-cut that severs the olivo-cochlear bundle can hardly be expected to interfere with shock-spread in any important
way, yet it abolishes the suppression (F $ i .
10) l A similar knife-cut that does not sever the bundle has no effect upon the suppression. (iii) If shock-spread were the responsible agent, its consequences might be expected to coincide in time with the shocks. This is not the case. No suppression is seen until a number of shocks have been delivered and the effects of the shocks can be traced for tens of msec. after the last of them (Fig. 4) . A second set of questions revolves around whether it is excitation of olivo-cochlear efferents, as opposed to some other fiber tract (e.g., the facial), that is responsible for the suppression. The evidence implicating the olivocochlear bundle in the suppression observed with lOO/sec. shocks may be summarized here. First, the effect is seen when these shocks are applied where they can reasonably be expected to activate the bundle, namely, at the decussation (Fig. 5) or peripheral to where the bundle has been cut. Second, cutting the bundle with minimal damage to adjacent structures causes immediate, irreversible disappearance of the suppression, and on the cut --side only (Fig. SC) . In such a preparation, however, lively normal activity in structures innervated by the facial nerve continues (Fig. 9E) . Finally, middle ear contents and striated muscle activity can be entirely eliminated from consideration since the effect is observed in their absence (Fig. 1) . What is excited to produce N1 suppression must therefore be something other than the facial nerve that (a) is available for stimulation in the medulla at the locus of the decussation of the olivo-cochlear bundle, (b) is destroyed when the bundle is cut, and (c) can be activated by shocks intended to stimulate peripheral cut ends of that bundle. If the relevant fibers are not actually those of the olivo-cochlear bundle itself, they must pass along with it over a substantial portion of its course and terminate within the cochlea. The question of how these olivo-cochlear neurons might achieve the observed re-sults is not easy to answer. It will be recalled -that suppression begins 20-30 msec. after the first shock in the train, and the effectiveness of the train increases up to a limit reached at around 300 msec, (Fig. 4) . Furthermore, the dissipation of the capacity to suppress as measured by events following the last shock in the train has a similar time course. What %ummates" and "dissipates" over a period of 0.3-0.5 set .? How do impulses arriving in the cochlea manage to throttle off the afferent neuron discharge? Rasmussen (14) describes a plexus formed by the efferents at the margin of the osseous spiral lamina around the afferent fibers as these pass from their endings upon the hair cells toward their cell bodies. It is possible but unlikely that the efferen-t fibers prevent conduction in the afferent fibers at this point. The possibility that the efferents pass directly to the hair cells and there create conditions unfavorable for -the arousal of auditory nerve impulses must also be en-tertained.Unfortunately it is not clear, anatomically, whether and how the efferents end upon the internal hair cells, and no available report traces them in any substantial n umbers to th .e external hair cells. Since it is generally supposed that weak stimuli activate these external hair cells, and it being recalled that the suppression described here occurs best with weak and very weak clicks, considerable difficulties oppose the hypothesis that the efferen-ts achieve their results by direct action on the hair cell, or at the hair cell-auditory nerve junction. It would -therefore appear that all questions of the details of the mechanism by which the suppression is accomplished must still be left open.
The observations reported here demonstrate that the neural inflow aroused a-t a sense organ can be suppressed by impulses aroused in the brain that pass out to that sense organ. The idea that such mechanisms might operate in the nervous system is not new. Thus when Toennies (17) , in 1939, found a reduction in sensory inflow from the limbs of a cat if a prior reflex discharge through that nerve had been aroused by spinal cord stimulation, he proposed, as one possible explanation, "a special system of centrifugally conducting dorsal root fibers capable, when active, of conditioning sensory endings" (p. 524). Yet neurophysiologists have only recently begun assembling substantial data in support of such mechanisms. For example, the series of observations apparently originating with Leksell (12) , expanded by Kuffler and Hunt (II), and treated in detail by Granit (4) upon the fine motor fibers that pass from the spinal cord to the muscle spindles demonstrate the principle unequivocally. Among the invertebrates, Kuffler and Eyzaguirre (10) have shown for a stretch receptor in the crayfish that stimulation of its efferent fiber prevents the appearance of expected afferent impulses, and Hartline et aZ. (7) have described for the photoreceptor of Limbs certain efferent suppressor fibers from distant parts of the receptor. Prior to this work, Leksell suggested -that such efferent mechanisms might operate for both the ear and eye (12, p. 74), a point also made by Herrick (8) , among others.
TO this evidence that the energy-exchange at the receptor is not the sole
